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In the beginning….
The Jackson report

The pilot (or lack of…)

92nd update of Civil Proceedings Rules –

Electronic Bills –

47PD5 – “In circumstances provided for in this paragraph, bills of cost for detailed assessment must be in 
electronic spreadsheet format and compliant with paragraphs 5.A1 to 5.A4 (“electronic bills”) while in all 
other circumstances bills of cost may be electronic bills or may be on paper (“paper bills”) and compliant 
with paragraphs 5.7 to 5.21.”
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MUST BE ELECTRONIC IF –

a) The case is a Part 7 multi-track claim, except –

(i) if fixed or scale costs

(ii) the receiving party is unrepresented; or

(iii) where the court has otherwise ordered; AND

b) The bill relates to recoverable costs for work undertaken AFTER 6 April 2018

For work which spans both pre and post April 2018, the pre April 2018 work may be a paper or electronic bill. 
However post April 2018 work must be an electronic bill unless, “…the court has otherwise ordered;” 

Electronic bills may be in either Precedent S spreadsheet format, or any other spreadsheet format which 

a) Reports and aggregates costs based on the phases, tasks, activities and expenses defined in Schedule 2 to 
this Practice Direction;

b) Reports summary totals in a form comparable to Precedent S;

c) Allows the user to identify, in chronological order, the detail of all the work undertaken in each phase;

d) Automatically recalculates intermediate and overall summary totals if input data is changed;

e) Contains all calculations and reference formulae in a transparent manner so as to make its full 
functionality available to the court and all other parties. (47PD5.A2)
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The provisions of paragraphs 5.7 to 5.21 of 47PD5 continues to apply insofar as they are not 
inconsistent with the form and content of Precedent S.

Where a bill is required to be divided, the electronic bill should incorporate a summary in a form 
comparable with ‘Funding and Parts Table’ in Precedent S to provide the information that would 
otherwise be provided by its division into parts

Where a bill includes work undertaken both before and after the transition date (6 April 2018) an 
electronic bill for the entirety of the work may be filed, or a traditional paper bill for work prior to 
the transition period BUT an electronic bill for the period after.

Whenever an electronic bill is served/filed with the court, there must also be filed in hard copy, in a 
manageable paper format as shown in the pdf version of Precedent S; AND a copy of the full 
electronic spreadsheet version. An electronic version must also be served on the paying party. 
Service is to effected by email or other electronic means.

Where a paper bill is capable of being copied electronically AND a request is made before the 
detailed assessment, an electronic bill in native format (ie Excel or equivalent) must be provided 
free of charge not more than 7 days after receipt of request. 4



Electronic Bills

Providing the bill complies with 47PD5.A2 there is no requirement to use any particular format 

The most common forms of bill presently being used are either Precedent S or one developed by 
the Association of Cost Lawyers (ACL). 

Other bespoke bills tend to be based upon either of these formats. Masters have used an ACL 
format; Kain Knight use Precedent S. A leading software provider, CostMaster uses Precedent S, but 
has the ability to import data from the CostMaster system onto the Precedent S. These bills do have 
some differences in functionality and Codes. 

Precedent  S – is available from

http://www.justice.gov.uk/courts/procedure-rules/civil/rules/part-47-procedure-for-detailed-
assessment/practice-direction-46-costs-special-cases2

The ACL electronic bill is available from

https://www.associationofcostlawyers.co.uk/ACL-Bill
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Bill differences

Feature ACL Bill Precedent S

Includes instructions to 
use

Yes No

Pivot Tables No Yes

Formula Yes Yes

Text Boxes Yes No

Codes Yes Yes

Part Summary Yes Yes

Worksheets Yes Yes

Locked Worksheets Yes No

Colour code Yes No
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Tips and Traps

Identify which bill is being used and which Codes apply

Make a backup copy and regularly save any changes.

The bill is presented as a series of ‘Worksheets’ laid on top of each other. Not all 
are active, some contain fixed information such as instructions, narrative, etc.

Consider the use of hiding irrelevant columns when undertaking a detailed 
assessment, especially on Precedent S bills

The most useful worksheets are Bill Summary to provide an overview of the total 
costs and the Bill Tab. For Precedent S bills, when making amendments to the Bill, 
‘Refresh All’ needs to be entered for amendments to feed through to the Bill 
Summary. ACL bills do this automatically.

The use of ‘filters’ - Filters enable the bill to be analysed. A Filter can isolate specific 
entries such as fee earners, chunks of time, specific activities, even specific words.

Be aware of deficiencies in the bill, such as not distinguishing between individual 
letters/calls and timed letters/calls. Seek clarification within POD’s
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Think carefully as to the point that is being made. If general time is being challenged, 
consider filtering by reference to the specific Activity Codes (ACL – D1/ Prec S – A10). As 
with paper bills, seek to highlight excessive time on specific dates, duplication, incorrect 
activity code, etc.

From the general time filter, it is possible to filter further as for specific fee earners, dates 
or date range or budget phases.

Filters also have the capacity to search for given names, time, etc. If searching for names, 
be aware of ‘misspelling’, or different spellings, ie Brian/Bryan. If searching for ‘considering 
expert reports’ in Expert phase, consider also searching in other phases

Having identified the items to challenge, think how to present the challenge. Consider:-

a) Colour coding items

b) Creating a specific searchable tag, number or colour

c) Use of Pivot Tables to simplify the identify of data

d) Creating separate list of items challenged.

e) Prepare a ‘new’ annotated bill, perhaps grouping together specific tasks or fee 
earners
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Points of Dispute – the rules

MUST be short and to the point; 

MUST follow Precedent G, so far as practicable;

MUST identify any general points or matters of principle to be first addressed; and 

MUST identify specific points, stating concisely the nature and grounds of dispute.

(See Ainsworth v Stewarts Law LLP [2020] EWCA Civ 178)

There is presently no requirement for POD’s to be in an electronic form, or 
embedded with the bill. 

Check functionality of the bill before serving!
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The Assessment

The principle of raising an objection, considering a reply and awaiting a determination 
remains the purpose of a detailed assessment!

Practical considerations.

Will your computer battery last the length of the hearing? If not bring an extension lead, 
spare battery or ask whether there are electrical sockets available.

Bring a mouse as some bills are not compatible with laptop touchpads

Consider whether a projector will assist in demonstrating objections/replies. Put the 
other party/court on notice if proposing to use one

Ensure that you are able to demonstrate the points raised in the objections. 

Practice finding your way around the bill.

For large bills, consider whether ‘sampling’ is appropriate, adjudication on the ‘high end 
points’ or preliminary issues such as hourly rates.
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Be prepared to show how entries relate back to the file, whether a paper or electronic 
file. This may require more fundamental changes with how time is being recorded.

Consider removing cells not being used. 

Consider how items disallowed are going to be reflected in the bill. Remove blocks of 
time from a specific range, or reduce specific entries. Broad brush approach?

Not a war of attrition?
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Assessments during the present emergency

Civil Justice Protocol regarding remote hearings – Issued 26/03/20

General Guidance on PDF bundles – Issued 20/05/20

Guidance for the conduct of remote costs hearings – ACL April 2020

Technology – BTMeetMe

Skype for Business

MS Teams

CVP (Cloud Video Platform)

https://mcusercontent.com/2750134472ba930f1bc0fddcd/files/8223b222-bdca-
41ad-b6a0-0189d9fabced/FLBA_CVP_guide_v1.pdf
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Useful Shortcuts

On the spreadsheets, when filters are on, the numbering to the left side shows 
blue. Switch off filtering when moving onto the next filter exercise

If making changes on Precedent S, press enter for changes to take effect

Ctrl +  ↓/↑ - to go to start/end of column/data

Ctrl + Z - to go back to previous action

Shift + Ctrl + ↓ - to select a whole column of data or a data range

Shift + ↓/↑ - to select more than one cell

Ctrl + 9 – Hide row (click anywhere in row)

Ctrl + Shift + 9 – Unhide row

Ctrl + 0 – Hide column (highlight column’s to be hidden)

Alt + = - Auto sum

Ctrl + F – Find (insert value)
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Annex A – Bill detail
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Annex B - ACL Electronic Points of Dispute
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Appendix – C Use of filter button
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Appendix – D filter for ‘Davies’
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Appendix – E Filtered results 
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